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Statement of the Problem 

fh® problem of this study was to determine the 

effects of typewriting practice with selected auditory 

stimulation ©a student achievement In typewriting. It 

included the following sub-problems : 

1* Determining the extent to which typewriting prac-

tice with selected auditory stimulation affected ability 

to compos® at the typewriter. 

2. Determining the extent to which typewriting prac-

tice with selected auditory stimulation affected ability 

to typewrite from dictation. , 

5» Determining the extent to which typewriting prac-

tice with selected auditory stimulation affected ability 

to typewrit© from copy. 

%p© the si is 

fhe basic hypothesis of this study was that there 

would be no significant differences at the end of on# 

semester in achievement in typewriting between a group of 

students taught by customary visual-stimulation methods 

and a group of students taught by a combination of 



visual-stimulation methods and selected auditory-stimula-

tion nethods, This Included the following sub-hypotheses: 

1. fher© would be no significant difference between 

the two groups in ability to compos® at the typewriter at 

til© close of the semester, 

2. fher® would be m significant difference between 

the two groups in ability to typewrite from dictation at 

the close of the semester, 

3. there would to® no significant difference between 

the two groups in ability to typewrite from copy at the 

close of the semester. 

Significance of the Study 

A great need exists for people t© be able to express 

themselves clearly and accurately in writing. While hand-

writing is usually limited to about thirty-six word® per 

minute, typewriting can be don# at sixty words per minute, 

eighty words per minute, or even higher rates by ade-

quately trained students« the additional speed should 

make it possible to record thought® aore rapidly than in 

using handwriting. 

Composing at the typewriter, however, is a skill 

which is developed rather ©lowly; and students who have 

had as many as three semesters of typewriting often write 

longhand notes before typewriting them, Therefore* a 



method is needed to develop the skill of composing at tlx# 

typewriter, The method of teaching which appears to be 

most closely related to this outcome involves the use of 

auditory stimulation. IX this method accomplishes results 

vhich are significantly better than the visual-stimulus 

method® alone, consideration should he gives to including 

this type of activity in beginning typewriting classes# 

Typewriting from dictation is a useful skill in 

office work. Increasing use of voice recorders has made 

©kill in typewriting from dictation invaluable* In addi-

tion, memoranda and notes are sometimes dictated to the 

typist at the machine. Therefore students in typewriting 

should learn to typewrite from dictation* 

It has long been felt that typewriting practice with 

auditory stimulation could speed skill development in 

typewriting fro© copy. Authorities in the field call 

attention to the assumption that learning is related to 

several senses (1, p. 166). If this assumption is true, 

the ability to typewrite from copy would seem to be 

improved with practice with auditory stimulation as well 

as practice with visual stimulation. 

If any one of the three skills of composing at the 

typewriter* typewriting from dictation, or typewriting 

from copy can be developed through auditory stimulation 

without reducing the other two, consideration should be 
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given to Including this type of practice in typewriting 

courses. 

Definition of farms 

1« Auditory stimulation* Spoken material from which 

students typewrit®. 

2, Visual stimulation. Printed material from which 

students typewrite. 

5. Composition. Handwriting or typewriting without 

the aid of external stimuli during the period of testing. 

4» Speed. She number of words typed per minute. 

5* Accuracy. Percentage of words typed correctly in 

each test. 

6. Syllabic Intensity. The average number of syl-

lables per word. 

7- Upper-intelligence group. Students whose X«Q, *s 

are 100 and over, 

8. Lower-intelligence group. Students, whose I»Q,*s 

are under 100, 

Assumptions 

1« The students in the experimental classes will not 

differ significantly from those in the control classes in 

readiness to typewrite, aptitude for typewriting, j»y>4 

interest in typewriting. 



2* Bach teacher will affect Ills or her experimental 

class similarly to M s or her control ©lass except for the 

involvement of auditory stimulation la the experimental 

class. 

3. The instruments used to measure student progress 

are valid for the purposes of this study. 

4, Any extraneous variable® involved in handwritten 

and typewritten composition will be minimized by the use 

of a large number of eases# 

Limitations 

1* So student will be used who bias had typewriting 

instruction previously whether or not be passed the sub-

ject* 

2* It was not possible to control the composition 

instruction the students received in English classes? but 

since each pair of classes was located in tbe same school, 

it was assumed tbat the instruction would be similar for 

botb classes. 

Outline of the Remainder of the Study 

fhe remaining chapters of this study will include 

Chapter II, Belated Studies| Chapter III, Procedure of the 

Study} Chapter If, Presentation mad Analysis of findings! 

and Chapter V, Summary and Conclusions. 
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CHAPTER II 

BBLATBJD STOSISS 

typewriting leads itself to controlled research as 

results art easily observable 4a student performance. 

Skill learning lias been tested through typewriting erperi-

s@xi.ts* Book (2) and Dvorak (6) mat# contributions to 

typewriting through psychological approaches, although 

many of their conclusions are contradictory. 

Eesearch in the field of typewriting fro» auditory -

stimulation has been limited# However three recent 

studies by Penar (10), Pasewark (9)» and Crawford (4) have 

indicated that several new method© and procedures for 

teaching typewriting seem to be effective. 

Penar found that the speed level and semester level 

at which students typed made a significant difference in 

the percentage of straight-copy scores which the students 

were able to transfer t© problem typewriting. Classes 

were eoapared on stencil cutting, manuscripts copied from 

handwriting, simple rough drafts, letters without carbons, 

manuscripts without footnotes, manuscripts with footnotes, 

letters with one carbon, envelopes, and siapXs tabula-

tions. He concluded the following: 
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1. Saphasis should be ©a building straight copy 

because skill in problem typewriting appears to result 

after relatively brief training periods, 

2, Special attention steroid be given to those por-

tions of problem typewriting which obviously are unlike 

straight-copy work# 

5# Brasing should be required at all levels where 

net-words-per-minute scoring is Justifiable. 

Pasewark conducted a study t© determine the effec-

tiveness of television as a medium for learning 

typewriting, lis design included individually paired 

experimental and control classes, the students were 

matched on the American Council on Sducation Psychological 

scores, $her« were forty-eight lessons of 

fifty minutes each all taught by the investigator# It was 

found that the "telestudents" typed significantly faster 

than the control students at the end of the semester, fhe 

accuracy for the two groups was approximately the saae. 

I# therefor® concluded that television was an effective 

device for learning typewriting, 

Crawford investigated the possibility of designing 

typewriting ©lasses with an offioe-produotion goal rather 

than a speed goal. His design included eight experimental 

and control classes# They were taught over a period of 

two semesters, fhe groups were equated on production 



ability* net stroking rates, net performance rates, and 

other factors, fh# most significant results were as 

follow®* 

1, Em production method produced significantly 

better produotion typists than the speed method. 

2. Levels of production performance were consist-

ently lower than those in net stroking. 

5* Sevel of skill is net stroking was not neces-

sarily indicative of the ability of a typist in production 

typewriting, 

4. Skill in net stroking did not automatically 

transfer to production typewriting. 

5. (Sener&lly typists with higher net stroking rates 

tended to gain more in production than those with lower 

scores, 

6. Met stroking tended to improve with both methods. 

Crawford therefor# concluded that production emphasis is 

decidedly better than speed emphasis in learning problem, 

typewriting. 

Several studies have been aade concerning prediction 

of success in typewriting* Douglas {$) found that 

attempt© to predict typewriting achievement have not 

proved valid* Alldredge (1) found that students* grade 

records do not have a correlation with typewriting high 

enough to be of predictive value in typewriting success. 
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Success in. Itagllsh ©lasses, according to 1mk (3)$ 1® not 

highly correlated with typewriting success. Guinn (?) 

found that mechanical ability as tested fey mechanical 

aptitude tests does not hare a correlation with type-

writing ability high enough to he of value ia predicting 

success. Kerl (8) found that intelligence is tignlfl-

eaatly related to problem-soIrLng typewriting. 
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CBUPfSB III 

PKQCEEJKE Of fHI SSUDT 

Selection and. Matching 

la order to test the effects of auditory stimulation 

on typewriting performance, an adequate number of begin-

ning typewriting classes in senior high schools were 

needed. Schools were selected in which on® teacher could 

instruct bo tit an experimental and a control ©lass. The 

high schools chosen were located in the Denton, fexae, 

area, fhey were Bell High School, Hurst* laltom High 

School t Hal torn City* Sherman High Sehool» 3h©rman; and 

yeatherford High Sehool, Weatherford. Five teachers were 

selected to particip&te in the study, one each from 

Hal torn, Sherman, and Vleatherford, and two from Bell. Bach 

pair of classes was matched by means and standard devia-

tions ©n mental maturity teat gcorea available at each ©f 

the schools. Host schools used the California fest cf 

Mental Maturity! however a few ©f the student®* records 

contained other acceptable tests of intelligence. 

fhe scores for the five experimental groups were then 

combined as were the scores for the five control group®, 

fo facilitate determining whether auditory stimulation 

13 
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affected differently students of different intelligence 

leirels, the scores of students whose l.Q*1® were 100 and 

above were separated from the scores of students whose 

I.<4»*s were fee low 100, For nat@to.l3ag purposes fisher's £ 

test was used to determine whether any differences in 

means were significant between the upper-intelligence 

groups in the experimental and control ©lasses. 4 similar 

procedure was used for the lower-intelligence students. 

fhe Sequential fsst of Educational Frogresat Issay 

fast (5) vii administered at the beginning of the semester 

to all students In each section, flies® essays were hand-

written. fhe examinations were designed to test ability 

to write on an assigned topic for thirty ainutes. fhe 

papers were graded by comparison with four sample essays 

and marked separately by two graders who were not 

acquainted with the students and who did not know from 

which class the essays came. If the two score® were not 

the same, a third reader graded the paper, If two of the 

three readers agreed on a score, this score was assigned 

to the paper. In a© cage did all three readers assign 

three different grades. In approximately two thirds of 

the easts the first two reader® agreed? and in the other 

one third the third reader's mark was the earn® as ©»e of 

the first two and thus determined the score, the raw 

scores were then converted to percentile rank® using 
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standardised tables which accompany the examination. Bach 

pair of classes was matched by means and standard devia-

tions ©a composition scores. fisher*.» j| test ©f 

sigaifieaa.ce was used to determine whether the «peri~ 

a@ii.tal class differed significantly from the control class 

la each school (2). The classes were thus matched 0a two 

factors, intelligence and composition ability* 

• Methods of teaching 

During the semester the control groups were given the 

customary ©ours# is typewriting with visual stimulation. 

fhis was the standard textbook approach which included 

straight-copy typewriting with emphasis on development of 

speed and accuracy. The lesson® consisted of "warn-up" 

exercises* practice in ©entering, personal-use typewriting 

practice1 and business letter drills, all from visual 

stimulation. 

fh® experimental group® were given the regular 

instruction with visual stimulation except for the activ-

ity Involved in the first tea minutes of the class period.. 

Snaring this part of each period the experimental student® 

received instruction froa the boo&let "Auditory Stimula-

tion Activities in typewriting" (Appendix)* These lessons 

were closely coordinated with the textbooks used In the 

schools, Century typewriting <3), §#§m% gypiiyg 

(4), and Basic typewriting Brills (6), fh® material In • 

mailto:a@ii.tal


1© 

tli# booklet; was taken fro® the "warm-upM exercises la the 

textbooks with permission from the publishing companies, 

these "warm-up" drills were omitted in the experimental 

classes but retained la til© control classes, thus the 

students typed similar material in both experimental and 

control ©lasses, hut the experimental ©lasses heard the 

material while the control ©lasses saw it# 

the lessors for the experiaeatal groups included 

daily drill® in typewriting from the booklet, which were 

dictated by the teachers* During the first eight lessons 

student® typed fr©n material which was both dictated and 

printed as the standard way of learning the keyboard is 

through visual and auditory stimulation* following the 

eighth lesson, this portion of the class period was spent 

entirely in typewriting from auditory stimulation from 

teacher dictation, 

the lessons in the booklet for the experimental 

groups included drills on letters* words, phrases, sen-

tences, paragraphs, short themes, and business letters. 

Syllabic intensity was figured for each drill, and the 

lessons increased in difficulty as the semester pro-

gressed# Phrasing was marked for teacher dictation 

beginning with lesson nine. 
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final festing Procedures 

At the Close of an eighteen-week period proper test® 

were given to the students for the purpose of determining 

whether typewriting practice with auditory stimulation 

affected typewriting performs®##. Composition ability 

was tested again using the Sequential feet of 

I Bssaj test (5). However, this tiae the essays 

were typed. Ability t© typewrite from dictation was 

tested using a dictation test given fey the teacher, Each 

instructor dictated the "final Dictation Jest" (Appendix) 

during a five-alnute period. Speed and accuracy in type-

writing from copy were tested using the Competent fyping 

teste (1). fhe data collected were tabulated. Hetn , 

score® on composition ability at the typewriter, ability 

to typewrite from dictation, and speed and accuracy ©f 

typewriting from copy were calculated* fhe fisher's t 
mm 

test of significance was applied to determine whether any 

differences which existed were significant between the 

experimental and control groups at the end ©f the semester 

in ability to compose at the typewriter, ability to type-

write from dictation, and speed and accuracy of typewriting 

from copy (2), 

$© determine whether typewriting practice with audi-

tory stimulation affected students of one level of 

intelligence bio re than those of another, the score® were 
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divided iat© two groups. The papers of those students 

whose I • *4» * ® were 100 a»d above were placed in oae group* 

and the papers of those student© whose J.Q.fs were below 

100 were plaeed in another group* iieaas aad standard 

deviations were figured for all sueh group®, the fisb«x*s 

j| test of significance was spited to determine whether 

any difference® which existed at the ®»d of the semester 

between the upper-intellige&ee groups of the csperimeiit&l 

classes aad the upper-inte Higeace groups ©f the control 

classes wet® significant is composition ability, ability 

to typewrit© fro* dictation, and speed and accuracy ia 

typewriting fro® copy. Similar procedures were followed 

with regard to students sshose !•%»*« were below 100. 
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CHAPT11 If 

PHESMfAflOH 1MB MALXSXS Of DATA 

for the pmrpoge of determining the significance of 

difference is. means* the $ per cent I w l of confidence 

was selected as the level beyond which difference# would 

he conaidered significant. 

Matching Tests 

iests of intem gene® 

lone of the experimental class®® was significantly 

different la intelligence from the corresponding control 

class, four of the five experimental classes had mean 

scores slightly higher than the mean ©cores ©f the cor-

responding control classes? however none ©f the 

differences approached the 5 per cent level of confidence 

as shown in fable I. fherefore, the classes were well 

matched according to the intelligence of students, with a 

slight tendency for the experimental classes to rate 

higher than the control classes* fable XI shows that the 

experimental students whose I. ' s were 100 and over did 

not differ significantly from the control students whose 

X.Q.'a were 100 and over. Similar results are sh©«n for 

those whoae were mder 100. 

20 
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Beginning festft of ggfigftffltfl&gi 

lone of the experimental classes was significantly 

different in composition ability from the corresponding 

control ©lass. Table III shows that four of the five 

control classes had mean scores slightly higher than 

the mean scores of the corresponding experimental classes; 

however none of the differences- waa significant at the 

5 per ©eat level of confidence. The control class at 

We&therford w s higher than the experimental class to 

a degree not equaled in the other schools * However, 

this difference did not reach the 5 per cent level. 

fJJ2*S III 
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8h#n&an 37 56.89 40 53.78 20.69 m W0 P>5^ 
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66.06 18.49 1.92 P>5% 
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fhere fore , the c l a s s e s were wel l matched l a composition 

a b i l i t y with only a a l i g h t tendency f o r tlx® control 

c l a s s e s to be b e t t e r than the experimental c l a s s e s . 

f i n a l f e s t s 

GoBpogition at $h® 

At the beginning of the semester the experimental 

©lasses had a a l i gh t but not s i g n i f i c a n t advantage 1m 

I n t e l l i g e n c e while th® control c l a s s e s had a s l i g h t hut 

not s i g n i f i c a n t advantage i n composition a b i l i t y . At th® 

end of the semester the composition a b i l i t y of the exper i -

mental c l a s s e s was s i g n i f i c a n t l y higher than that of the 

control t la«s#®, tab le I f show# that the mean scor© f o r 

the experimental c l a s s e s was 71*65 tfhil© the mean »®ore 

f o r the control ©lasses was 65 .17 . 2h® t value of 3*16 i s 

s i g n i f i c a n t beyond the 1 per cent l e v e l of confidence. 

TABLE IV 

lIFBSIMSMfAJ. MI) COKTBOL GKW? SC0K8S Qjf FINAL fBSfS OF 
CQHPOSITIOK, SHOVIKG MIA1S, Sf i iMBB BIfMfXQISB, 

m i GQsnvwoz 'imms 

: Experimental Groups Control 0r©up® 

Mean (per cent on 
nat ional mm,) 71.65 65.17 

Standard dev iat ion 15.70 17-25 
lumber : 130 129 

t - 3 .16 
S i g n i f i c a n t beyond 1% l e v e l 
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therefore, Hypothesis 1» whieh stated that there would to® 

no significant difference between the experimental classes 

sad oontrol ©lasses in filial composition ability must be 

rejected. 

Thome students whose I.Q.*b were 100 and over in th# 

experimental classes had a mm gain of 1$«46 percentage 

points while the corresponding section of th# control 

classes gadned only a» are rag© of 5*42 percentage feint.® 

as shew ia fable V. The J| value of 5*7? is significant 

beyond th® .,1 per cent level. She eixperimental students 

whose X»Q*'s were below 100 gained an average of 16,68 

percentage point® in composition ability while the eor~ 

re spending section of th# oontrol class gained 9.09 

percentage points. The % value of 2.09 is significant. 

fAS&B ? 

BPSOHBfM> M » COHIROL GKOUP MSAJF GAllfS » COMPOSITIOK 
soobbs fob sftiasifs wish i.q. '§ 100 asb otjbb abd 
sfyaiMs with otbbb loo, shovisq m a ® , 
ifAIMEB DEVIATIONS, MB OOMTOM0I LSVBL8 

1 100 and Over I.<4. . Under 100 I.<4, 

Bxpenaeatal iControl jSxperlstent&l Oontrol 

Hean gain 
(in pei?o@atagi: 
points gain«sd) 

Standard 
deviation 

lumber 

lf.48 

15.95 
69 

5.42 j 

16.0 
§0 

16.68 

20.55 
61 

9.09 

21.15 
69 

j» » 5.77 ; 
Significant beyond ; 

.1% level 

& - 2.09 
Significant at 

WlaraX 
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fherefor©, It appears that typewriting with, auditory 

stimulation practice favorably affects the composition 

ability of tooth upper- and low®r-int ©lligene• students. 

ism dictation 

the experimental classes scored significantly higher 

thus the control classes m the teat of typewriting from 

dictation at the end of the semester. fable ¥1 shows that 

the easperiaent&l classes typed with 90.92 per cent accu-

racy while the control classes typed with 86,14 per cent 

accuracy, She t value of 4.05 shows the difference to he 

significant beyond the .1 per cent level of confidence. 

TJJLS TI 

IXPSUMfAL AID OOlfSOi GKOUP SG01BS 01 TOTAL flSfS OF 
TIFm&lTIBQ fSOH 3XC£A$IQK» SHGWIHG MIAJHS, SfAIMED 

DWXAflOIS, 1»5 CCffiMMGl LSflM 

Experimental Groups ; i Control Groups 

Mean (per eent of 
word® typed 
accurately) 90*92 86*14 

Standard 
deviations 8.25 1G*?G 

lumber 130 129 

t • 4.05 

Significant beyond ,1% leirel 

therefore „ Hypothesis 2 which stated that there would be 

a© significant difference between the experimental **A 
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control classes in final ability to typewrit® from dicta-

tion aast be rejected. 

Both, upper- and 1 ewer- lnt e H i gene © lewl student® la 

til® experimental classes typed more accurately to a sig-

nificant degree than tbeir corresponding sections of the 

control classes, fable fll shows that the scores and® 

^7 the uppers-intelligence students la the experimental 

classes mm significantly higher than the corresponding 

student® in the control classes beyond the ,1 per cent * 

level. flie scores made fey the lower-intelligence stu-

dents in the experimental classes were significantly 

higher than the control classes at the 2 per cent level. 

fABLS VII 

KPIM.fSMf&X» MD QmTWb &HGUP SOOffiS 01 WXEM* XfiSSS Of 
*rE«wia®ura, fbom digiatioh foe sfiresifs with i.q. «s 
100 AND OfSfi AND STODMTS WISH I.Q. «S UBJMSK 100, 

SHOWING HBMS, SfAfBMD DETIAIIOHS. 
4MB OONHDBHCE IiBVSLS 

: 100 and Over I«$, fader 100 l.q, 

Experimental Control , feperl»ental Control 

Mean (per 
cent of 
accuracy) 

Standard 
deviation 

Number j 

92.30 

6*90 

§9 

m.&3 

6.72 

60 

89.85 

11*4# 

€1 

I 85.99 

8.86 

69 

£ • 3.05 
Significant beyond 

.1% level 

£ * 2.% 
Significant at 
2% level 
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therefore skl.ll in typewriting fro® dictation m®mm to he 

learned from practice with auditory stimulation fey stu-

dents of both upper and lower intelligence. 

Speed and Accuracy in typewritings from Copy 

fh© experimental classes did not vary significantly 

from the control ©lasses la speed of typewriting from copy 

at the find of the semester. Hi#re was a slight difference 

favoring the experimental classes, but it was not signifi-

cant. ftas fable VIII showa that the experimental M a n of 

28.04 gross words per minute and the control mean ©f 2?.89 

groea words per minute do not differ significantly as the 

jt value of .16 is not significant. 

fABLI fill 

WMIMWIMJ AHD QQNTHOI* GSOIJP SCOEBS 01 HKAL SS&SS OF 
SPBBB of TTpmmmw mom COPX, SHOWIKG HMI§, 
S f M M H B BWXAflGIS, AKD OOlllSMOl LEVELS 

aipe^iaentml Groups Control Groups 

Mean (gross words 
per minute) 28.04 27.89 

St&ndard 
deviations 7.25 7*45 

Number X50 | 129 

£ » •££ 
Sot significant at 3% level 
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f&hle IX shows that tit© soor#s in ©peed of tgrp«-

writing from copy for the upper-intelligence students of 

the experimental ©lasses were not aigMfisantly different 

from tht corresponding sections of the control classes as 

the t v&lae of .19 tees not reach the required level* 

further the scores in speed of typewriting from Q&pj for 

the lower-intelligence students in the experimental 

classes were not significantly different from the coas-

responding sections of the control classes as the $ value 

of *62 does not r©aeh the 5 P®r cent level• 

f ASUB IX 

mPlSIKHfAI* AID OOHTBOL GBOBP SOOBgS ©M WBAL 7SSTS Of 
8PSSB Of fXPEWElfllG PJBOM OOPI ?Qfi S W M f S WITH 
t.Q»*S 1.00 M B QVEH INS SfCTJWfS WITH I.a, »S 

OTU11 100, SHOOTS MMS, SfMDAlD 
DOTATIOKS, AHJD OO1ECBM01 LEVELS 

100 and Over I#Q,» Under 100 I.Q. 

Experimental : Control Experimental i Control 

Mean (gross 
words per 
ainute) 

Standard, 
deviation 

fun&er 

29,17 

6.75 

§9 

28.92 

8.00 

€»0 

26*5$ 

6.55 

§1 

27,07 

6.70 

§9 

Jfc • .19 

lot significant 
at 5> level 

• , 

1 - *62 

Hot significtu 
at % level 

at 
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fafcle X indicates a slight final advantage for the 

control ©laeses in percentage of worts typed correctly. 

TABLS X 

EIP1BIHMIAL MID GQXTBQL GBDUP SCQBESS 01 fHAL SBSSS OF 
AGCtffiAQX Of ffPWEXfW flGff OOFI, SS0WI1§ S M S , 

SMfMlD BBVIATIOHS, ASH COHflBEHCB I W B 

Experimental Groups Control Group# 

Means (per cent 
©f words typed 
correctly) 95.88 9*.l$ 

Standard 
deviation ! 4*90 3*92 

Jftiiiber 150 129 

i * .56 
Hot significant at f?% level 

Howtver this is less than one percentage points mat the t 

value of #56 is mot significant;. fabl# XX shows that the 

scores in accuracy in typewriting froa copy of the upper-

intelligence students of the experimental classes were not 

significantly different from the corresponding sections of 

the control classes as the j| value of .7? falls short of 

the required left!* the scores in accuracy of typewriting 

from copy ©f the lower-intelligence students of the 

experimental classes were not significantly different from 

the corresponding sections of the control ©lasses as the % 

vain® of #08 is far short of the § per cent level,. 
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fABLK II 

11P1RIHMTAL AfiJD COHTHOL GROUP SCORES 01 FINAL flSfS Of 
ACCtfKACT Of OTBW8ITIKG F10K COPT IOB SfUDMfS WITH 

100 AHJ) OVER AHB STODMTS VXXH X»Q. 'S 
BXSK& 100, SHOVBfG MEAHS, SlAHSARS 
DWlAflOIS, AHB OQlMBWaS LEVELS 

100 and Over 1.^. Under 100 I.Q. 

Experimental ; Control Experimental Control 

Heaa (p«r 
cent of 
word® typ®& 
correctly) 93.78 m*53 91*98 : 95.75 

Standard 
deflation 4.§S 5,44 4,60 5*20 

Iwmber 69 ®0 €1 . 69 

t « .77 
Mot significant 
at 5% level 

1 * .08 
lot ©igaiflcant 
at 5% I w l 

therefore Hypothesis $ which stated that there would 

be no significant difference between the two groups la 

final ability to typewrit© from eopy must b@ accepted. 
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SUKHABI M B CQHCL0SIGI8 

Summary 

fhe Problem 

fhe problem of this study was to determine the 

effects of typewriting practice with selected auditory 

stimulation on student achievement in typewriting. 

Included wire the following sub-problems: 

1. Determining the extent to which typewriting prac-

tice with selected auditory stimulation affected ability 

to oompose at the typewriter. 

2. determining the extent to whieh typewriting prac-

tice with selected auditory stimulation affected ability 

to typewrite from dictation. 

3» Determining the extent to which typewriting prac-

tice with selected auditory stimulation affected ability 

to typewrite from copy. 

Bypothesis 

It was hypothesized that there would be no signifi-

cant differences at the end of one semester in achievement 

in typewriting between a group of students taught by 

31 
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custoaary visual-stimulation aethods and a group of stu-

dents taught toy a combination of visual-stiaulation 

methods and seleoted audit ory~stimulatian methods, Ufhis 

included the following sub-hypotheses % 

1, fhere would be no significant difference between 

the two group® in ability to compos© at the typewrit©!1 at 

the close of the semegter, 

2* Eh©re would be no significant difference between 

the two group® in ability to typewrite from dictation at 

the elose of the semester, 

3. Share would be m significant difference between 

the two groups in ability to typewrite from copy at the 

©lose of the semester,. 

Procedures 

five pairs of ©lasses were Hatched by intelligence 

and composition ability at the beginning of the fall 

semester in September, 1961. fhe control classes received 

customary visual-stiaulation instruction, and the experl-

mental classes were given similar visu&l-stimulation 

practice ©accept for the activity involved in the first tea 

minutes of the ©lass period. During this part of each 

period the' experimental students received instruction dic-

tated by the teacher from the booklet *Auditory Stimulation 

Activities in fypewriting" (Appendix) while the control 

students typed similar material from printed copy. 
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At the end of the semester the classes were all 

tested for ability to compose at the typewriter* ability 

to typewrit© from dictation, and speed and accuracy in. 

typewriting from copy. 

1. flie experimental classes vera significantly 

higher than the control classes in ability to compos# at 

the typewriter at the close of the semester* Both uppeiv 

and lower-intelligence students were affected favorably 

with regard to this skill, 

2. fhe experimental classes were significantly 

higher than the control classes in ability to typewrite 

from dictation at the close ©f the semester. Both upper-

and lower-intelligence student® were affected favorably in 

their ability to typewrit# from dictation a® a result of 

having had typewriting practice with auditory stimulation. 

3. At the close of the semester there was no sig-

nificant difference between the experimental and control 

classes in either speed or accuracy in typewriting ivom 

copy, Neither upper- nor lower-intelligence students were 

influenced significantly in speed and accuracy in type-

writing from copy as a result of typewriting practice with 

auditory stimulation. 
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Conclusions 

fhe results of tills study indicate that teaching 

typewriting with, auditoiy stimulation offers significant 

improvement in certain areas* 

Ability to compos® at the typewriter appears to be an 

argent need for most typists, this study indicates that 

typewriting instruction with auditory stimulation signifi-

cantly influences ability to compos© at tit® typewriter, 

therefor© t it would seem that this type of activity should 

be inclu&ed as a part of daily lessons in beginning type-

writing. 

It is also indicated that teaching typewriting with 

auditory stimulation can significantly affect Ability to 

typewrite from dictation. As office workers must type-

writ© from either direot dictation from their employers or 

from voice recording instruments, this training in the 

classroom can be invaluable. 

Apparently from the results of the study the advan-

tage® of composition at the typewriter and ability to 

typewrit® from dictation can be gained with no loss in 

speed and accuracy in typewriting froa straight copy, 

therefore, auditory stimulation should be included in 

daily typewriting lessons on the beginning level* 



APPMDIX 

MffifOlf SflOTM$IOM ACTIVITIES II TXPSWBITIffG 

First-Semester Course 

in Typewriting 

f©acker's Manual 

A* J • Lcsifttti0? 
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Oopy* adapted from: 

20th Century typewriting* 6th edition 
Soutk-W@sti^ PublisMiig Company 

gSSS gypewrifins, 2nd edition 
Gregg Publishing Bi vision 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. 

>ewriting Drills 
#eteim' Publishing Company 

•Permission has been granted for ms# of these drills 
by South-Western Publishing Company and Gregg Publishing 
Division, McGraw-Hill Book, Coop any, copyright holders. 
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Directions 

M s booklet contains 90 lessons, eaeh of which is to 

be dictated to the class. The teacher should he familiar 

with, each day1 & lesson and be ready to present the mate-

rial ©rally at the beginning of the period after the 

students havt bad a brief warxt-up period at the type-

writers . 

D̂uring til# teaching of the keyboard, the students may 

look at the book or the blackboard as the teacher calls 

out tli® drills# However, after the students have gained 

a basic familiarity with the keyboard* beginning with 

lesson 9* they should not look at copy while the teacher 

dictates. 

lack lesson should last approximately tern minutest 

after which time the regular instruction should take 

place# the syllabic intensity is shown in parentheses 

below each lesson, 

Baring the first three lesson®, the letters should be 

called out. Beginning with Lesson 4, the word® should be 

dictated rather than letters* Phrasing begin® with Lesson 

9 and is indicated by diagonal marks in the copy. Calling 

the words a second time should be kept to a mini mum. 

Additional directions, when needed, will be given in 

parentheses. 
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AUDIfOEX STIMULATIOH ACTIVITIES II fXPWSIfXifd 

Lessoa 1 

fdsa $kl\ fdsa 4kl; fdsa ̂ kl| 
4u4 ui d@d ed ©d 113 ed ûj #4 dm® due u$ ed dm# 

(fhese lines should be completed three times each from 
verbal stimuli.) 

Leseon 2 

rf rf u^ rf uj rf uj fur fur fur rf uj fur fur fur 
hj ed he he fur he $ug hug fur $mg he he fur he 

he led; he led a lad; he led a lad; she has a furi 

Lesson J 

ik ik tf tf ik tf ik tf if if it it if it if it if 
it iaj it is his; if it is hie; if it i* hie hit, 
Hal has a fit* Jack had a fit, 
Mai asked if he had a fair fight. 

Lesson 4 

I ©an go. He can $o for his son in m hour ©r so, 
Dan did not go. le and I can sing the old songs* 
he he if if he the the it it if it it fit if it fit 
an an and and and or or for for for mad for and for 
He can go, It can go for an hour or e®« le is in. 

lesson $ 

le likea to slag all the songs he hears* 
It is right for all of ua to d© these drills. 
ill of ua can use the lines of drill to le&m# 
Just do each of the lines of the drill again and again* 
he he he if if if he if or or or 1® is i® ©r is he 
to to to ue us us to ua do do do it it it do it to 

lesson 6 

work work very with give away work with give away 
X ©an work; I can work well; I can work well now. 
Xou work very well* Xou can work very well today. 
or or for for or for for he he the the he the he the 
an an and and an and and it it fit fit it fit it fit 
X can* X can go. X can go to work* X ©an go now. 
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Lesson 7 

day how day how saw way work with very very work 
day how day how saw way work with very very work 
He ©an work; he can work well.# He works very well* 
2 aove quickly. Host tax laws art not much liked. 
This is the kind of work that he ©an do very well. 
Host ©f ms take far too much time to do so little. 

Lesson 0 

Paul quit his job, hut Robert expects to keep his# 
It it quite possible, I think* to excel in typing* 
the first thing for me to do is to type with ease. 
I can now type' the short and simple words quickly, 
I can type. 1 ©an type well. I ©an type very well. 

Lesson 9 

(Phrasing begins here,) 

X ©an / learn / to type / if I / will do / «y best / 
work / each day. / It is / not enough / just / to make / 
ay fingers / move. 

It is / fin® / for. all / of ws / to do / the work 
well* / We can learn / to do / well / anything / we want / 
to learn* / Know / what / you are to do; / then do it / as 
well as / you ©an,, (1,05) 

Lesson 10 

Shi* is / a new kind / of work / for ste / and a new 
way / for a© / to learn / to type, / I know that / I ©an 
learn / to type well / if I will do / all the work / eaeh 
day / iuflt as well / as I can* / 

I will work. / I can leaf® / to type. X can learn / 
to type well. / Hit one key. / Hit one key / at a time. 
Turn loose / of it* (1*00) 

Lesson 11 

He will / get paid / for just / the first / six 
days / k» takes ©ff * / Omr rule / is basic. It will / 
sort out / the quitters / and laay / workers among / the 
good workers, / 

If he / is to do it, / when / is he to do it? / He 
and / the six men / got the on© / day off* They know / 
that the form / will save time, / 
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J ©an leato* / I can learn / to typ®. I can l®aa / 
to typ® / well. / I want / to learn, / I will work /to 
learn. / t shall / keep on, {1*9/} 

Lesson 12 

£he last / trip / 1 mad© / to Canada, / I flew /a® 
far ae / Detroit / on on® of / the 4@t planes, / wM.«i 
was / smooth «• silk. / from there, / I w«nt / to Jexa®. / 

Bo mor© than / you say / you will to, / This i» / th® 
way / to grow / in th® / power / to do things. / It is / 
tru® / that words / have power; / tout worts / must h® 
hacked / with th® zeal / to do / or your / ®ha»c# / t© 
grow / is lost. / D© more / than you say / you will *0|/ 
this is / a good plan / to follow / all th® tia®. (1,08) 

Lesson 13 

It is / his duty / to do / th® work / as* wall as / it 
is / in M m / t© do it. / It is / his wish / to go ,/ to 
th® city / to talk / to th® sen / about this. / $i« the 
rod / to th® / mighty / oak / "by the landing / m he / ©an 
get it# / Kii® is / th# work / hejaay d© / if h@ ©an pay / 
th® money / that is du®. / H® paid / for th® / eight 
items / he got / in th® hig ©ity. (1.08) 

Lesson 14 

Bit back / in th© ©hair. / Sold your / should«ra 
up, / hut not / rigid. / X®»p your fe«t / on th® floor* / 
Let your / body position / help you / t© type well. / 

when you read, / you a#® word® / that sake / a«nse to 
you; / so you read / meaning / and give / a© thought / to 
th® letters / that are / in th® words, / this 1# the way / 
you are to learn / to type. (1.11) 

Lesson 15 

work / qui* / such / Jobs / live / paid / thes / 
JT02& / th«y / glsid 
next / with / quia / such / live / th®m / form / 
they / glad / work 
James earn get / T®ry few bex»* / of this sia® / 

opened / so qulokly. / He ©an get / more M g hox@s opened / 
tomorrow. If he will work / quickly, / h@ can / complete / 
his work / today, / 

He ©hopped / down / an odd oak tre® / for m«. / M® 
will / not / heed / our good words / at all. / It seems / 
Lee keeps / he®® in apple trees. / foo, / of th# s#» / 
will n»@d / his help* / 
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Invoice 3? / is dated / March ?« Cheek 73 / is 
dated / Mareh 31. / I had / 37 stamps. / I need X? more. / 
Pay Bill / 1137 / on April 7. / $he sum of / 7 and 13 / 
and 17 / is 37. / Ĵ &ek / still owe® / 73 cents. (1.13) 

Juesson 1$ 

Bear Jack? / Would you / like to go / to ©mr / next 
|ass / concert? / Since you / are working / part tin® / in 
the music store / gelling records* / I know / you will 
have / quite & bit / of fun / if you decide / to com© / 
with ma. / 

Keep tli® / fingers flying, / but keep them / flying 
to / the right keys. / Hold the / hands quiet, 7 Do not 
let / the elbows / m o w in or out, / A change / of hand / 
position / mesne / a ©hang# / in the feel / of the reach / 
to the key. / 

Bear Joei / Vill you please / send your / next 
letter / by Ifary? / She will he / eoniag up / to see us / 
on July 7. / We will be / expecting / to hear / from you 
soon. (1.16) 

Lesson 17 

I know that / 1 and 2 / and 1 and 3 / and 4 / come to 
11. / 
It is / too much / for him / to do, / but we / can 
risk it. / 
for the / first 14 days, / we ran up / 22 or 23 
scores. / 
low is the time to send the bill to the new store. 
I paid / Bill $73. / Order 591 / is fro* / Hew Tork. / 
It is a good thing to leam to do soae one thing well. 

fake time / to type / it right, / of course; / but 
also / take time / to type it / in the right way. / One 
thing / all of us / must leam / is the value / of good 
form / in typing. / Sood form / is the / only basis / ©a 
which / fine typing skill can be built. (1*05) 

Lesson IS 

She said / he can count / from 1 / to 100 / in 9 
second®. / the next / meeting / of the club / will be / on 
April 17. / fhey will call / us / to order / at St30 or 
soon after. / Why did / you buy / the red cap / and the 
tan one, / too? 

Bear Bill* / When will you / be coming up / to see / 
the Broadway play? / Jo# / has seen / the best plays / of 
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•feh.© yesr. / By friend* Sd* / sends his / best wishes. / 
Sincerely, Jack / 

33©ar Haryj / Paul and Phillip / are back / in school 
again / after a trip / to Hew fork* / They told / many 
fin© stories. / Xou / must tell us / all about / your 
trip / to Boston. / Sincerely» inn / (.1.1©; 

Lesson 19 

(fractions and MIo.M should be illustrated on the board 
before dictation begins,} 

Chuck / could not drive / the 15 miles / la 16 
minutes. / It is only / 1)6 Miles / from there / t® the 
lake / short, / V® i&v© / to him / and 34 / to hen / I 
got / the other )4. 7 She forms / she got / for us / may 
also fit / their work. / , . , 

It would he / a help / if all / 26 meters / of the 
©quad / wore the / same size shoes, / hut they vary / to© 
much. / fen hoys / wear Ho. ? / or smaller* / six take a 
No. 8, / and the rest / Jump into / a 9 or / even a / 
bigger aĵ ae. / 

lair# a goal / for your / daily work. / It dots / very 
little good / dust to type / without knowing / why you are 
typing. / fh« goal / may he / the raising / ©f your speed/ 
so many words 7 •> minute. (1.15) 

Lesson 20 

fake it easy. / Do not / try too hard. / lou cannot 
he / lassy and / learn to type / with ease, / of ©ours©. / 
There is / such a thing / as trying / too hard. Just keep / 
the typewriter moving. / Keep your / wrists low. / Hold 
your hands / and arms / quiet / and let / your fingers / do 
the work. / If you / will type / in this way, / you can 
he / certain / that you will / develop the power / to type 
well. / 

Just as quickly / as you can» / ship me / 42 or 43 / . 
sets of / the rubber hoots / you advertised. / i« sure / 
that half / are sise 11 / and half / are #i«e 12. (1.15) 

Lesson 21 

Jack Smith / quietly / planned / for the visit / to 
Br&ail / or Mexico. / Alvin is 15. / Max is 29* / Bobert 
lives / at 4736 / Center Street. / We swam / the river. / 
She six men / expect / quite a lot / of priaes* / 

I did / the work. / 1 did / the work well. / I did / 
all the work well. / Bid he go? / Bid he go / with them? / 



Did he go / with them too much? / I Ilk# / to type* / I 
like / to type this. I like / to type this way. (1»15) 

lesson 22 

If you want / to grow / in power / to do things, / 
find the work / to which / you earn give / your fine at 
thought / and effort. / Study it / until you learn / all 
you ©an know / about it; / then study It / some more# / 
this ia the way / the power to do things / will come / to 
you. / 

fasi© skills / in typing / will he improved / by 
right daily work* / Work / can he done / with ease / if it 
is Jmom / what must he done. / It takes time / to learn / 
to do right / that which is / to he done. / 

I can learn / to type right / if X practice. / I 
know / how to type# / and typing / is fun. / I plaa / to 
he / a good typist. (1.11) 

Lesson 25 

there must hair© been / soue sixty, / or more* / oars 
in the freight train / ©n which / the two men / jumped; / 
it slowly worked / its way / through the- maze / of the 
old / freight yards / and then / quickly boosted / its 
speed. / 

Paul owes / Morton Jones a balance / of 1725. / Sue 
raised / #129#50 / for the / Student Low fund. / 

When you go / to the bank, / take my check / for 
»e. / My check / is for $25. / Will you / cash it? (1.09) 

Lesson 24 

(Illustrate *%* on board before dictating.) 

Paul and I / met Jack and Harry / in Hexico / on 
January 26# Jim and Joe / were at the club / ©a April 
30. / Ull and Jan© / are in Canada, / but Janes la / ia 
Mexico. / J am© @ and Albert / met in Mexico City / in March / 
or early April. / Jim lives / in Dallas, fexasf / but San 
moved / to Hew Xork City. / 

fhe #1,500 note / bears interest / at the rate / of 
4?&. / 

the room / is 20 by 50 feet. / The rug ia / 15 by 26 
feet# / 

the box is / 4 feet by 8 feet / and weighs 275 / to 
290 pounds. / 

there are / 7 people / in the room, / 
She room / is big enough / for 75 / more people. 

(1.19) 
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Lesson 25 

lou may / frequently / aor© errors / in a 
drive / to get accuracy / than in om / to get speed* / 
fhe speed job / 1® full / of easy words? / but the 
accuracy 1 ine, / wMeh may have / all letters / froa A to 
2, / will have / « lot / of hard word®, / fhe test / is 
not / what you do / in a drill / but bow a drill / affect*/ 
the next task* / 

Bobert quietly / packed ay box / with five / 
Jack / was quiet about / bis problem. / 
Mary / walked away / from the store. / 
fia stayed / to talk / with fed* / . 
Bill, Ami, / Mary, and Sue / are here. (1.1.6) 

Lesson 26 

Start to type / at as easy pace. / fbere i* no need / 
to rush / or hurxy / or worry* / Just keep on / typing* 
Skill comes / when you get rid / of tbe pauses / in 
typing. / lou do not need / to make tbe fingers / go so 
much / more rapidly, / but you do need / to keep them 
moving / from key to key / at a uniform pace. / Hold tbe 
bands / and tbe arms quiet--/ almost motionless. / Let tbe 
fingers / do tbe work */ for you. 

If you type / wltb ease, / you will feel / tbat your 
work / is fine. If you hurry / wben you type* you may 
feel / tbat your work / will not be good, f Helax as you 
type* (1*16) 

Lesson 27 

If you want / to be able / to write good letters, / 
learn to say / what you need to say / in such a way / tbat 
tbe reader / will never / be in doubt / as to your 
meaning* / lour letters / will be good / or bad / as tbe 
selection / of words to present your meaning / is 
carefully / or earelessly / made* / 

JDear Mr* Jonest / Me would like / to have you / as 
our speaker / at tbe banquet / we shall have / t® honor 
our football team, / We shall bold it / on June 11. / 
Sincerely, (1*21) 

Lesson 28 

lever tbink / you can learn / this unless tbe work / 
is well done* / Opportunity / comes most / to those who 
know / bow to do / tbe work* / Place tbe piano / 
properly / for tbe performance / of tbe pianist* / fbat 
story / merits very little / of your interest / or 
attention* / 
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fto.es® sentences / are not related. / It is easy / to 
type / moat copy. / fhe words / in this drill / are 
short. / type as though / you feel / that the work la 
easy. (1*W 

Lesson 29 

A pet dog / may to® taught / to do many / juaping 
tricks / in just / a few days. / fhe age* sex, or slse / 
of tli© dog / will not make / any different#* / lorn might 
want / to teach your pet / so»s tricksf / If so* / I know 
that you / will hare quite a bit / of fun / teaching the 
pete / to perfom / some of the very siapl®, / basic 
stunts. / 

On most taeMaes, / a hell rings / when the 
carriage / moves near / to the right margin stop / to 
warn that / ia half a do sea / more strokes / the key® 
will look. ' (1.13) 

Lesson 30 

Xou now have / all the skill / you need to begin / to 
type as you think, / lour fingers / will type the words / 
as you think / if you know / Just what it is / that you 
want / to sal"* Bit first thing, obviously, / is to have / 
something to say / and to know / th# words you need / to 
use / to eatress yourself. / If you aake / some errors / 
in your typing, / do not let them / worry you. / In time / 
you will develop / the power to tope / with the ease / and 
the continuity / that will make / typing useful to you. / 
1?ype as you think, / and quite certainly / think as you 
type. / this is the way / to realise M g dividends / from 
your typing power. <1.24) 

Lessen 31 

$ype / sometimes becomes / clogged with dust / and 
fuss J / the result / is copy / that does not / present a 
neat / appearance. / f© ©lean the type / quickly, / a 
few / circular motions / with a stiff brush / are all / 
that 1® necessary / to remove the grit / and dirt / that 
will injure / your machine. / Tour goal / is to produce / 
the most expert work / you can; / clean type / can help 
you / to do it. / 

We can go / by it / on th# way, / but it is / up to 
thea / to say so. / Xer very next question /.emphasised 
the growing / lack of jobs. (1.26) 
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Lesson 52 

So a* well / as you ©an / all you are told to do* / 
Big things / are built / on small things / well don©. / 
fo do anything well, / ksep yourself / out of the rut. / 
Learn how much / you can do / in a given tiae—/and do 
It# / Always use / right typing techniques / to build good 
speed. / 

All of us / respond to / th@ ze@t / of racing 
others. / While this / is natural, / it would be batter / 
if we had / the same / for racing ourselves. / 
Practice to beat / your ©Id reeord. (1«19) 

Lesson J3 

la 1492 / Columbus set sail / into the / vast 
unknown, / there to find / a saw land# / 1# never got / 
much reward / for his trip, / but what of that? / 1« had 
beat fearj / he had the d©y / of discovery. / 

the trip across / the water / was a long one, / Many 
tines / he felt that he / oould not go on* / He did not / 
want to turn back, / so he met / hi.® goal. / It is 
Important / to remember / to k©ep your goal / in aimd at 
all times* (1*19) 

• Lesson 34 

light stroking / is needed / for speed and control. / 
Use a quick stroke. / Center the aotion / in your 
finger®, / Squal power / in strokes / will avoid / hairing 
some letters / light / and some dark, / 

When you type / the next $©bst / you will haw / to 
find out / the kind of type / that your machine has. / 
Does it have / large ©r small type? / I® the type / easy 
to read? / 

4 good maehlne / works well / when it / is kept 
©lean / and free from dust. (1.18) 

Lesson 35 

tthen you %p@ / the next jobs, / you will have / to 
find out / the kind of type / that your aaehine has. / 
Does it hav# / ©lite type, / or does it have / pica 
type? / It is / most important / that you be able / to 
answer that question, / lorn can determine / the answer / 
to that question / by coaparing / your printing / with the 
printing / in your textbook. / 

$h® pay / for beginning typists / varies quite a 
lot. / It ranges / from $150 / to $190 a month. / when 
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there are / more workers than Jobs, / the pay may drop / 
to 1120 a month. / la good times / the good beginner / 
will earn $140 / to $160 / and some will earn / $175 to 
$180 / a south, (1.22) 

Lesson 56 

When a / large number / of men and women / report for 
work / at tli® sail© time / each day, / a positive means / 
of recording / their arrival / and departure / 1« neces-
sary. / Usually / time-recording devices / are used / lor 
this purges© / because they are always / very accurate / 
«&& ingure / each and every employee / full credit / for 
the time worked. / 

Every day, / ©aoh employe# / Is required* / per-
sonally, / to'register / hie own time, / both ia and 
out, / toly ia this way / can Me receive / any credit / 
for his attendance. / lever, / regardless of / the 
circumstances, / register another employee / or sign 
for him# (1.45) 

Leeson 5? 

(teacher directs students tos "Set your machines for 
a long line* We are going to type four columns of short 
words, so estimate where three tabulator stops should be 
set* Bo this* * • • Let's practice one time. When I call 
out the word, type it and M t the tab key. When I call 
the second word, do the ease* And the third* After the 
fourth, throw the carriage* O.K.' 
sigh Sid you get it? 

• city, with, held, 
tot1* begin.m } 

city with held elgh 
make name rush fork 
wish sign them such 
work fish when paid 
pays owns rush lend 
busy down hand fuel 
city with held sigh 
make namm rush fork 
with sign they such 

("low, let "a try three columns. Beset your machines. «) 

city with held 
make name rush 
wish JKigfi. thea 
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Lesson 38 

It is sometimes / the practice, / in handling / 
incoming letters, / to have the file / to which, / a 
particular letter / refers / withdrawn and delivered / 
with the letter / to the individual / for whom / it 
is intended. / Individual pieces of correspondence / 
that have ones b©em placed / ia the file folder / are 
ordinarily / not removed* / hut the entire folder / is 
seat / with th# incoming letter / to the correspondent# / 
When this practice is used, / the folder / should b« 
followed carefully. / Unless it is* / it may get lost. 

(1»64) 

Lesson 39 

Sxpress percentage / and decimal® / in figures* 
He will / pay 4 » interest / for the 1500 lc«a# / 
$yp# words / t© • state approximate age / in years. / 
Eohert Barton /is nearly / 36 years old. / 
Invoice / and order numbers / are typed in figures. / 
the Harris and Long / Invoice #612 / is dated May 28. / 
Impress measures, / weight, / and distance / in figures. / 
Joe used / 6 quarts of oil / on his trip / of @21 miles# 

<1.5?} 

Lesson 40 

Atlanta, Georgia! / Baltimore, Maryland! / Cincinnati» 
Ohioj / Dallas» fexasf / Grand lipids, Michigan; / 
lot Springs, Arkansas; / lashville. Serines see; / 
Salt Lake City, Utah. / 

Joe went to / Salt Lake City, Wtah, / on a trip / 
last month. / Hary has lived in / Denver, Colorado, / for 
the past three years. / When will Paul / move to Dallas, 
feacasf (l.$6) 

Lesson 41 

(From Lesson 41 on, there will he business letters for the 
students' to set up in correct f om* lay style lettsr 
which the teacher selects should he used.) 

teacher dictates! "Set up the following letter in —•—— 
style, using today*s date,0 

(Beturn address) 123 Fourth Street, / San Antonio, fexas / 
(Inside address) Mr* Bill Jones, / 789 Broadway, / 
Houston, feacas / Dear Mr, Jones / On December 1, 1962, / 
the new Motel Houston / will he opening / in your city. / 
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It is our top# / that you will visit / the Hotel / during 
the Grand Opening. / (Paragraph) for seven years / the 
management of / the American Hotel Chain / M s "been 
working / on plana / for the Hotel Houston / so that It 
will serve / the Gulf South in the best possible way. / 
Won't you pirn / to be with us / at the opening. / lours 
very truly, / John Brown* / Assistant Manager, / lot#! 
Houston. (1.59) 

Lesson. 42 

(Students use own return addresses) 

Mr. Jaaes E. Snith, / 837 first Avenue, / fort Worth, 
fexas / It was very nice / to see you / when you cam® 
to / last week, / Our family / enjoyed your visit. / 
$he talk yom made / at the club meeting / was very good. / 
We hope / that you will / com® again soon. / 

Hr, Jones / asked a® / to send your notebook / to 
you / after he finishes the work. / Xou will get it 
soon* / Sincerely yours 

(Students use own names) (1.20) 

Lesson #3 

Xou will find / that the rules / in all kinds of 
work / will varys / and the rules / in typing / are not an 
exception. / I know / that you will not / be too pleased / 
to learn this? / but I think / you will find / that hard 
and fast rules / cams® us / to lose our seal / for work. / 
I am sure / that you frequently / have seen the differ-
ence / in tastes that all people havef / and you probably / 
have seen how a person's tastes / dictate the manner / in 
which his work / is done, / Just one sample / of how / 
typing rules / will vary / is the way / that the initials/ 
are shown on letters—/you may find the* / either in all 
capitals / or else in lower case# (1.3$) 

Lesson 44 

541 Oak Street, / Denton* fexas / (current date) 
Hr, A1 Smith, / 69® H a Drive, / ©alias, feacas, / Bear 
Hr. Smith / A friend of yours / has recommended you / as 
an expert / in the care / of trees. / fhree of ay largest 
el® trees / appear to be dying* / I have done everything / 
1 know to do. / Will you please / co»e over and help me / 
with this problem. / Sincerely, / fed Brown.. (1.18) 
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Lesson 4§ 

We left Arizona / late that Friday night. / %• the 
next day / we had gone / all the way to Utah. / Frank and 
Ann / each drove / for almost three hours. / We spent 
three week® there; / then w® had to leave. / It was very 
hard / t© plan a trip / such a® this one, / Ton should 
take a trip / like this sometime, J&aes# / Xt was very 
exciting, / and the climate / was fine, / We traveled / 
many miles / during the trip. (1,16) 

Lesson 46 

For aor® than / a year now, / it has been ay 
pleasure / each morning / to study the window / of a fin# 
Jewelry store / that is located / at the corner / where I 
catch the bus. / 1 get there / a few minutes before eight / 
and have to wait / six or seven aiamtea / before the bus / 
is due to reach there. / While I wait, / 1 study the big 
display / of ©looks in that store? / it is really quite 
something to see. / fhere are hundred®" / ©f clocks there* / 
they are / from all over the world. / I could'spend hours/ 
watching then. (1*1S) 

Lesson 4? 

1 aa pleased to tell you / that the fine work / you 
entered in the big contest / has been awarded / the third 
prise. / Ve plan to use your work / asset spring, / As a 
contest winner, / yon are to be our guest / for a visit 
here in Chicago. / lou may take your' prize trip / whenever 
you wish, / If you have a© choice, / we would like y@m / 
to be here next Month. / fhat is when / the holiday' 
festival starts, / and we are sure / that you will en^cy 
it / very such* / JPle&se let us know soon / when you pica 
to attend# * (1.19) 

Lesson 48 

Office workers learn / to keep busy. / When the desk 
woxte Is dojMt / th®y / titat tbe filing / mast tea 
completed, / supplies stocked / and books sorted. / fhey 
exert / every effort / to do their work / imst as cuiekly / 
and easily / as they can do it. / Base and speed / make 
for good performance. / Are you working / with-ease end 
speed? / A good worker / must work earnestly / all the 
time. / set your goal, / and you will oak® it. • ' (l.JQ) 
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Lesson 49 

I have / never seen / so many clocks / in different 
sixes / or shapes / as appear / there in the display / at 
the jewelry iitor®. / lou see shelves / of ©mall, fat / 
alarm clocks / and two rows / of saall, slim / clocks / 
shaped exactly / like spires / of a church* / ffeer® is / 
a very M-S display / of wrist watches, too* / It is fro / 
to ehecic / to see / if all the clocks / hair© the same 
time. / JtearXy every ©a® / is perfect. / Hy watch / is 
usually / right, also* (1.26) 

Lesson §0 

fhe price is low# / and with each purchase / of a 
quantity / of then# quiet, / quality fans, / a practical 
priaie / is sent to you# / We are reasonably oertain / that 
with reasonable effort / and some practice / it will tee 
possible / for you to sell aost, / and possibly all, / of 
them / in your own locality, / A sample fan / showing the 
simple attachment / of the single blade / accompanies the 
first shipment. / Although the sample / is quite small, / 
it is efficient. (1,45) 

Lesson 51 

A big sign / says that / one of the ©looks is wound / 
by changes in the weather# / That one surprised me. /It 
was a beautiful, / gold clock / which sat high on the top 
shelf. / Every day 7 I look to see / if the time is 
correct. / It has never failed yet, / the person who 
indented that clock / must hare been lazy# / But he must 
hair® been / very smart, also, / I still must wind / pgr 
watch every morning, (1,25) 

Lesson 52 

In times of crisis, / most of us / will rise to the 
occasion / in a fine way. / Shis is because / of the 
urgency / of the times. / It calls / for all of us / to 
use / all the force / we have within us# / If we can 
learn / to ®ak@ use / of all our resources / each day / 
as fully as we do / in times of special need, / we can 
soon / Join the group / of excellence. / Ve aust do our 
best / at all tiaea / to become / great people. / We can 
never advance / unless we axe willing / to work for ©very 
step, (1.21) 
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Lesson 53 

It doesn't pay / to do thinga halfway. / Xou want to 
i«®a to type} / learn to be / the best typist you ean 
b®» / Shis does not mean / you sunt learn / to be a better 
typist / than mother in. your class. / What another learns 
or does not learn / is no concern of yours# / After all, / 
the thing for which / you ara responsible / is your own 
progress, / It doea not mean / you ara not 'to pay atten-
tion / to what others in tha class do. / It means / what 
others have toeem able to do, / you ©an do / when you work 
si***. (1.21) 

Lesson $4 

2o you want to type / at a rata of sixty word® a 
wiautt / easily and confidently? / If you do, / t » 
hitting seventy or mora / a faw times, / even if / you 
feel a bit tired / by tha rata. / Shan drop back / to 
sixty words a minute, / Hold your rata down / by setting 
a goal / at the proper place / and by' typing no faster / 
than you should to reach it. / Tou will be surprised / at 
tha aas© / with which you typ® / sixty word® a minute / if 
you do thia a number of times# (1.21) 

Lesson 55 

(Baturn addraas) 3722 Black Street, / fort Worth, / 
fexaa / (today*s date) Hr. Sam Smith, / 3879 first 
Street, / Austin, fexas / Bear Hr, Smith / Last weak / I 
applied / for a position / with tha Jonas Manufacturing 
Company, / 3874 Jforth fhoaas Street, / Austin, 3?eacas. / 
A® I have worked / for you in the past, / I saw your name 
as a reference, / (Paragraph) Will you pleas© writ# / a 
short not# / to tha Jones Coapany. / fhank you vary much. / 
foura very truly, / Ann Green (1,17) 

Lesson 56 

(Students set a left margin and 5 tabs* !Eha set-up is not 
as important as the drill on numbers hare.) 

2tl? 5172 2936 X962 1029 
591 201 862 361 470 lOO 
29 J8 40 57 *11 *90 

(1.00) 
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lesson §7 

A finger stroke / Is the kind of stroke / for which 
you should work. / fhere is almost / a© band or wrist 
action / in a finger stroke. / 2?he action / is in the 
fingers. / With your hands and fingers / in proper posi-
tion, / move one finger toy Itself / in such a way f that 
th© very tip / goes directly to the key, / strokes it 
quickly / dead center, / leaves the key / as though it 
were hot, / then returns / directly to / it® home 
position. (1*50) 

Lesson $8 

The finger / should hit the key firmly, / hut it 
should not follow / the key down* / instead* the finger / 
should he pulled in / toward the palm / as the stroke is 
"being made* / la other words, / there will he m ©ml 
motion / from home position / to the key to he struck / 
and hack to home row. / fhe fingers / will not actually 
rest / en the home rows / all the time / they are not 
stroking. / they will simply / stay near the home row. 

(1.23) 

Lesson 59 

A speed spurt / made in a minute ©f typing / does not 
tell what you can do / when typing a longer' writing, / hut 
it can he used / to explore new areas of typing / and to 
set up new ways / t© type at higher speed / m & with 
improved control. / Do all of your typing / in the right 
way / and the change from short to long timings / will not 
give more than / the expected loss / in speed or in con-
trol* / Use right techniques, / and type with speed and 
controlj / this is the way to type / so that you ©an do / 
the best work at all times* (1.17) 

Lesson 60 

.One of / the main things / in modem office Jobs / is 
the use of printed forms / to reduce the time / it takes 
the typist / to get out work / that is standard or 
routine / in nature or size. / fhe simple form of a memo, / 
which is a message / from one person to another / in the 
same fir®, / is an example; / it Is easy to read / and 
<jttiek to type. / So are the forms / used for Mils, / with 
keys and lines / to help placement. (1.17) 
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lesson 

A business fox® / saves time in many different way®, / 
some of them / ways that we aight not think of / at 
first, / typing up Mils on loag / cuts la half / the 
amount of typing / that i® don© ©a plain paper. / But the 
big saving f through using forsa / is la the tia® / takes 
to adjust the machine. / After a machine 1# set right / 
for using a form, / It should not be necessary / to change 
It / while you type many .Jobs / that involve that form, 

(1.21) 

Lesson @2 

Some of the printed forma / that save time for you / 
in your job / ®i^ht s@©m to he complex / at - first glance, / 
but just a alnut® ©f study / is required to see how / to 
use them. / Xou will soon see / that they do saw time / 
as soon as you realize / that what you type ©a a form / Is 
like a short letter. / A Mil or a telegram / or a mem© / 
is just a short letter—-/with both the greeting / «at the 
©losing linos / left out, (1.13) 

Lesson 63 

He wrote letters ©a March 3, / 9, sad 22j / no reply 
came / until August 14, / When the letters did come, / he 
was very glad. / fhe letter said that he had been 
accepted / into the club. / This was a big day in his 
life. / Froa now on, / he oould wear th® ring of the 
elub / and attend the meetings • / lot Just everyone ©an 
get in the / Mickey House Club. (1.16) 

I*©88©a 64 

It is hard to say / what on® thing / is the most 
important to emphasize / in learning to type. / Boat 
everts / feel that using Quick strokes / is half the 
job, / or half of the art / of building better skill| / 
we must be sure / to as® good, / firm* quick stroke®, / 

Another judge will claim / that posture is the big 
thing to emphasise. / All of the experts agree / that it 
is quit© important / that we never take for granted / 
that technique will come with practice. / Me must strive 
for technique. (1.23) 

Lesson 65 

In any kind of job, / much of the work is just the 
same / day after day* / fhis is as true in a lab / where 



you test new drugs, / in the clouds / where you test new 
model® of planes, / or in a shop / whtre you test many 
ways to fix broken 4a1*® / ** 1® ia all other Jobs. / 
3?he way that you can keep / from being bored with your 
work / 1® to wis# every chance you hair® / to set the nsw 
standard®, / to try the unique* / Mid to find a & m way / 
to do mil that you must do* (1*08) 

Lesson 66 

The only way / that you can be sure / of getting 
ahead in any kind of work / is to gain a reputation for 
doing good work / or the best work. / If you are the only 
one / who does a certain 4ob, / no one knows whether you 
deserve a pari see. / Only in the routine tasks / that you 
to ia common with other people / ©an you be compared, / 
Be sure that you do all your work well / whether you are 
going to be 4ud$ed / or not# (1.22) 

Lesson 67 

lou will find that long words / may be split up by a 
mark at the end of the line* / Sueh wort® are ended / on 
the next line# / There is also a key / which may be used / 
to help you end a word / on the same line if it seems 
best / to do #o# lou will learn when and how / to use 
this key. / Be sure that you / divide word® correctly. / 
lever divide a word except / between syllables. / Bo not 
divide a word / with only one syllable . (1.16) 

Lesson 68 

fhe quality of the work / that w® produce / does 
reflect the type of person we are? / therefore, / our work 
must be the kind / in which we ©an have pride. / Hie 
number of things / that a stranger can find out / about us 
Just by looking at our work / is certainly aaazing, / Work 
that has been done carelessly / will point out the fact / 
that a person is lax; / but the work that ha® been done 
with ©are / show® interest. (1«23) 

Lesson 69 

(Teacher directs students to type la personal letter form 
the following}) 

Dear ®vai / I was delighted / to learn that the 
Business Olub / has Invited you to membership. / I was 
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even more pleased / to learn that you have accepted / th® 
invitation. / 

1 should like to congratulate you / ©a this honor. / 
Cordially yours, (Students sign own names) (1*5®) 

Lesson 70 

think as you type. / ̂ yp@ with ear# each word# / Be 
sure that you are correct* / fhere are many times / when 
you must be completely correct. / Wo error id.ll be 
allowed* / If you work in a law office, / the copy wast 
be perfect* / Strive for good pagers. / 

She eight girls / kept th# auditor sad the chairman / 
busy with a problem. / . 

If the date of the statement / is correct, / then 1 
may sign / th® contract. (1.26) 

Wesson 71 

Accuracy is needed / by all workers* / An artist 
shows accuracy / in line and form. / A singer has 
accuraoy / in ton# quality. / Basin#ss, too* / demands 
accuracy, / 411 those who enter business / oust realise 
that work poorly don# / is half don®, / and half-done 
work / is- never acceptable. / 

If he is to do the work / for the® as it must be 
dons, / he will need aid, / fen men may be needed / to 
clean the storage bin / for th# new grain crop. / fhey 
will soon try to rush / several men to help you / with 
all such work. (1#35) 

.Lesson 72 

Books are ay Joy / and hobby. / There are excellent / 
books for ©very mood—'/books for lasy days / and books for 
bright or cloudy days. / I like to visit in a quirt 
libvaxy, / away from the noise and the problems of 
business. / I like to borrow books* / lend books, and buy 
•books. / les, books are ay Joy and hobby. / 

lou ©an learn a lot about a person / by seeing what 
kind of books h© enjoys, / He may like adventure stories, / 
or he may like to read science books. / 1# is likely a . 
sports fan / if h® reads a&gasines / on the subject. 

(1.27) 
Lesson 73 

fhere are many ways / to build typing skill / and not 
Just one way / that is right for all. / Sach of us / must 
find the right way / to type so that the most growth / 
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will come la til® shortest time / and with to# least 
effort* / It is up to us / to practice in such a way / 
that each will realise / his finest skiXX / in the least 
time# / IMs is the work to fee done. / If you want to 
reach out / into new speed areas, / push yourself to use 
more rapid stroking / when, you type / for a short period 
of time* (1.15) 

Lesson ?4 

When you ©rase a carbon copy, / the eraser will get 
dirty. / Keep ah emery stick in the desk / so the eraser 
can be cleaned ad it is needed.* / 

To type a page / that is hound at the top, / insert a 
piece of paper / and put the hound page hack of the top 
edge / of the paperi / roll all page® backward. /. 

If the machine doe® not have / a page gauge, / stick 
a piece of gummed paper / near the end of the carbon 
sheet / as a signal that the typing is ©lose / to the end 
of the page. (1*22) 

Lesson 75 

When I attended the club meeting last week, / a 
businessman asked me to explain the basis / of the charges 
that your club makes to local organisations / that' us® 
your services. / I told hi® that the charges / were for 
little more / than the supplies used, / with a slight 
rofit going to your olub / as a result of the members' 
nvestnent / of their time and effort, / Hy escplanation 
seemed to satisfy / the gentleman* / for future discus-
sions, however, / it would be helpful to me / if you could 
arm me / with some more specific facts / and figures. 

(1.42) 

I 

Lesson 7& 

Xou can type well now. / Believe in yourself. / there 
is magic in faith. / .lit the keys lightly / and release 
them quickly. / Hold the elbows still* / Center the typing 
action in the fingers, / Each of ms ©an do more work.' / 
fry to grow in skill each day. / Think of how you can do 
the work well. / Practice with goals in mind. / Set your 
goals so that you can reach them. / It is fine to know / 
that you have reached your goal* (1.18) 

Lesson 77 

In order to type with proper teohniques and a quick, 
snap stroke, / you must recognise the need for keeping the 
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fingers curved / and close to the keys. / fh© hands and 
ar»s / should be held' la a quiet, / relaxed position / and 
all reaches should be mad© / with, the action in tine 
fingers. / fhe keys should be struck / with the tips of 
the fingers / and released quickly, / fh® fingers should 
* >»* ia » -**!.»* position / to aroi* * a 

Lesson ?S 

With the typewriter It was a case / of alow start but 
a fast § exciting finish. / Its growth has been amazing, / 
for there an now millions of them / In use in the offices 
of our ooumtry# / thousands more are used by students# / 
housewive#f authors* and others / having writing jjobs to 
do* / We ©an now say what / the men and women living / at 
the time the typewriter was invented / lacked the courage 
to believe. / fhe typewriter / is the aost essential 
machine / la business today# (1.27) 

lesson ?9 

(Do each line twice before going to the next line.) 

Xou can learn to do what you want to do# / 
I should type some words on the word level* / 
X did the work with the action in ay fingers, / 
Eelax the hands and let the fingers do the work, / 
fhe way he worked had auch to do with what he did. 

(1.10) 

Lesson 80 

You have often been told / to throw the carriage 
quickly / at the end of a line. / to throw the carriage 
quickly, / keep the elbow fairly ©lose / to the side of 
your body, / extend the forearm and hand / only far enough 
out to reach the carriage-return lever# / Be sure to reach 
out with the hand / and pivot it at the wrist# / Catch the 
earast age-return lever / between the first and second 
Joints / of the index finger. (1.29) 

Lesson 81 

(Bo each sentence twice before going to the next sen-
tence* ) 

If he is to do the work for thea / as it aust be 
done, / he will need aid. / 
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fen men may be needed / to clean the storage bin / 
for the m w grain crop. / 

they will soon try to rush several men / to help you 
with, all ®meli work# (1,06) 

Lesson 82 

Sometimes an expert plans a fine news release, / only 
to have it killed / by a typist wit© does sot know / bow to 
set it up ®o that it will get attention / m th® editor's 
desk. / Preparing a mews release requires both skill and 
Judgment, / tout few of the big promotion men or their ' 
typists / recognize this fact. / 

This is what the man ©aid / to the members of the 
national ?r®s« Club / who are here for th® / tenth annual 
convention of the Club. (1-.30) 

Lesson 85 

She may go with them / to the town by th# lake / to 
do work for th® widow. / 

You will deliver th# statement / and th# contract to 
thorn for signature„ / 

fir* «3ones, / ©f the first national Bank and fruet 
Company, / is la town. 

Six women in the valley / heard piercing cries of the 
birds. / 

E d he read th© book by the professor? / 
Pay the aas for th® form / and ask him to make th® 

usual cheeks * (1,21) 

iesson 84-

the way in whloh a magazine story is typed / ©an help 
or hurt its chance for acceptance• / Vhy is this so? / 
Well, the editor gets far more stories / than he can pub-
lish! / ®o» he is often in favor / of the few articles 
that come to his desk / looking as though they were the 
polished handwork / of some expert on the staff / who had 
got it ready for printing. / So* if you want to publish / 
a aagaslne article or story or feature, / look at It the 
way the editor will. (1.50) 

liesson 85 

In order to become a skilled typist, / you must learn 
to keep your eyes on the copy / fro» which you are 
typing. / la addition, / you must think and type / many 
words and word groups / as wholes in order to gain speed. / 
Try to read the copy in word groups / as you type it. / Or 
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try to think of phrases as you compose, / When typing froa 
dictation, / try to type a complete thought at o®ce. / Let 
your hands met as tools / through which your thoughts 
flow, / Shink and type, (1,20) 

lissom 86 

Just imagine, if you can, / what an editor has to 
know / about your contribution / and what he may have to 
do to it / before it can appear in print. / For example, 
he has to know how ®any line® of space / it will fill, / 
what headings it may require, / what style notes it has to 
have added, / and so on. / When you type the manuscript, / 
he sure to solve as many of these problems / for his as 
you can. (1.14) 

Lesson. 87 

(fype across the page, leaving 2 spaces between the word 
and th® next number*) 

1. great 2. Ban J. woman 4. shirt 5, pencil 
6* practice boat 8. water 9* chair 10. paper 
11# city 12. state 13# lesson 14* school 15. cook 
IS, cost 17. table 18. floor 19, book 20. la»p 
21. air 22. shoe 23. ring 24, watch 25. coat 
26. wall 2?, car 28» wheel 29 • radio 30. town 

$he great man will visit the town / near the large 
city. / After the woman leaves the book on the table, / 
the cook will sweep the floor, / Bid she turn on the 
radio? / lid you hear the telephone ring? (1.29) 

X#®s©n @8 

light now / one typing class is learning / about 
subject and attention lines / in letters. / Our work today 
led to the question concerning / whether your firm uses 
such lines. / Ve wondered, also, / whether you have 
standardised on one letter for* / or allow each writer to 
pick any style / he may wish. / Would you be kind enough, 
therefore, / to send us a model letter / that explains 
these matters for the class? (1.38) 

Lesson 89 

Dear Joe: / We have just learned that you are 
planning / to build a football squad next fall / and to 
apply for a league membership the following season. / fhat 
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1b good mews to us I / AM your nearest neighbor, / we are 
pleaset to welcome you / to competition in our scholastic 
area. / 

Bemembering Mow difficult it was / for us to 
schedule / any games in our first season, / we should like 
to help you fey offering a game / for this next fall* / We 
have two open dates--/October IS and Bovember 1* / Me 
should be pleased to schedule either date / for a game 
with you. / lours truly,, tred. (1.34) 

Lesson 90 

Business letters are the personal representative# / 
of the business by which they are nailed. / $hey tell the 
©ales story* / record the complaint, / bargain over 
price, / and close the business transaction, / f!h#y do 
more, too; / they show the standard® of the office / fr©» 
which they come. / If you want your office to be repre-
sented well, / send out good letters every day* / Bo not 
let a bad letter leave your desk, / lemenber, you will be 
represented by your work. (1*25) 



TUSXL MQT&TXGM EXAMINATION 

Directions! Pitas® dictate the following material to the 

students taking no longer than thirty seconds for each 

full line of writing on this pag®. She student# will need 

one sheet of paper. The letter may he set up in any 

style. Phrasing for teacher dictation is indicated by 

diagonal marks# 

Business Letter 

125 Sim Street / lew fork City / few York / current date / 

Mr. Joe Smith / for the past several month* / it ha® been / 

evident / that your department / of our company / has l»een 

doing / an excellent 4oh / of preparing / future salesmen/ 

for the / fexas area* / (Paragraph) 

Mr. Jones, / of th® Chicago office, / has suggested / that 

you might / hold a clinic / In Chicago / during the laet 

week / in iprll. / Please let us know / if you will do 

this. / lours very truly* / Sill Brown / (1.42) 
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